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Text3 

Data was supposed to be the new oil. The theory was that if you could find it, extract it 

and process it into valuable insights you could make an extremely healthy margin selling the 

finished product to advertisers. 

Not any more. Just as a better understanding of oil's negative impact is forcing fossil fuel 

producers and refiners to cut the value of their carbon assets, a better understanding of the 

inherent risks associated with handling personal data is now changing how it is viewed. Both 

oil and data are transforming from corporate assets into corporate liabilities. And yet, unlike oil, 

a broad-based revaluation of data on corporate balance sheets has yet to even start 

When this does happen, it will have a profound impact on a huge number of businesses. 

The related costs will be passed on to consumers. The decisions by the UK Information 

Commissioner's Office to fine British Airways臼83 million and Marriott International砂9

million for breaches of the General Data Protection Regulation reflect this point: data can no 

longer be viewed as a costless balance-sheet asset. Elizabeth Denham, the information 

commissioner, noted: "When you are entrusted with personal data you must look after it." 

Herein lies the problem for companies, which until recently treated data as nothing other 

than an exclusive, exploitable windfall. Large amounts of time and money must now be spent 

on protecting and securing it. And hackers are always evolving, so corporate data defenses 

must do so, too. This is a costly exercise---especially for smaller businesses—and opens up an 

accelerated data security arms race. In a regulatory environment that heavily fines companies 

for any failure to keep up with the ingenuity of the hackers, it may then become wise for the 

most data-intensive of them to set aside capital for unexpected charges. 

At this point the cost of doing business begins to look pricey and the environment almost 

like banking in terms of barriers to entry to new businesses. The asset to liability switch does 

not end with data. As regulators catch up with the other asymmetries that helped tech-savvy 

platforms become the corporate giants they are today, many modem business models could be 

tested. This is a danger to competition, preventing new entrants and undermining the market's 

proper functioning. 

Take the appeals judgment by a US federal court that makes Amazon accountable for the 

quality of products sold to customers by third parties on its platforms. On the one hand, if 

upheld, this ruling will severely affect the accountability-transfer model Amazon has come to 

depend on. On the other hand, it will make it almost impossible for other businesses to 

challenge Amazon. 

只为成功考上研＂售孚齿E涓

While regulatory authorities and the courts should be applauded for making 

information-intensive corporations more accountable for how customer data is used, these 

moves have consequences. And only competition can keep down the costs of a newly
accountable infom诅tion and platform industry. 

31. The author makes an analogy between data and oil to illustrate

[A] a shift in attitude towards data's value

[B] data's vulnerability to misuse

[C] the difficulty in processing data

[D] data's significance to oil industry

32. In Paragraphs 3 and 4, the author mainly discusses

[A] the financial challenges of smaller businesses.

[B] the urgent need to protect personal data.

[C] the serious consequences of hacking attacks.

[D] the high costs associated with data security.

33. Which of the following is true about the court ruling in the Amazon case?

[A] It holds companies liable for third-party data risk.

[B] It aims to promote fair competition in the market.

[C] It may give Amazon a competitive advantage.

[D] It may strengthen Amazon's business model.

34. The author views tougher regulation of data-intensive corporations with

[A] approval. [B] skepticism. [C] contempt. [D] uncertainty.

35. What is the subject of the text?

[A] The value of data for infom皿ion-intensive corporations.

[B] A great challenge to tech platforms' business model.

[C] Unintended consequences of tougher data rules.

[D] Barriers to entry for small businesses.

Text4 

Vernon Bowman, a 75-year-old farmer from rural Indiana, did something that got him 

sued. He planted soybeans sold as cattle feed. But Monsanto, the agricultural giant, insists it 

has a patent on the kind of genetically modified seeds Bowman used—and that the patent 

continues to all of the progeny of those seeds. 
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